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From the Dance Notation Bureau

October 2011 in New York
by John Giffin
Life is strange. Strands of it intertwine, disappear and unexpectedly reappear
years later. I had many such intersections when my wife Victoria Uris and I
spent the month of October 2011 in New York. Two of these dealt with
Labanotation (LN) and will be the subject of this article. For those of you who
don¹t know me, let me begin with a little bit of background.
I first studied LN at Juilliard in the mid 60’s with Muriel Topaz. Coming from
Akron, Ohio where opportunities to learn repertory were slim to non-existent, I
really sensed the value of studying LN and jumped in literally with both feet.
Piano lessons had taught me to read music and I viewed learning LN as an
extension of those skills into dance. At one of Topaz’s classes in November of
1965, Alfredo Corvino taught us a demi-caractere variation from Raymonda and
we notated it for homework. About this time Corvino invited me to dance in a
production of The Nutcracker with the Baltimore City Ballet directed by Danny
Diamond. I fondly remember Friday afternoons getting in the car with Corvino,
his wife Marcella and their daughters Andra and Ernesta for the trip to Baltimore.
There we rehearsed all Saturday and half of Sunday before returning to the city.
Ernesta and I did the Chinese Dance.
My career as a professional dancer was largely spent in Europe and in 1973 I
auditioned in Essen for a then-to-me unknown choreographer named Pina
Bausch. In talking with her, I learned that she too had studied at Juilliard and we
had many of the same teachers including Antony Tudor, Alfredo Corvino and
Lucas Hoving. Pina hired me for the first season of her newly formed
Wuppertaler Tanzteater and the rest is history.
More than 25 years after leaving Wuppertaler Tanzteater in 1979, I by chance
encountered Andra and Ernesta Corvino backstage at a Pina Bausch performance
at the Brooklyn Academy of Music in New York City. I didn’t immediately
recognize them but we began to talk as New Yorkers do. When they mentioned
that their father taught company class for Pina, I realized who they were and
jumped for joy. That they remembered me too after such a long time was most
extraordinary.
On clearing out my office at the Ohio State University (OSU) Department of
Dance upon my retirement in 2009, I came across my hand drawn first draft of
the Raymonda variation Corvino taught us at Juilliard so many years before. It is
filled with Topaz’s detailed corrections. Of course I made all the usual
beginner’s mistakes – forgetting to include chest and head movements, not
putting pins on arms, using incorrect foot hooks, violating the step-gesture rule,
etc. However, the movement was entirely legible. I thought what a pity that I
then hadn’t written out a corrected copy.
Before coming to New York City in 2011, I e-mailed Ernesta and Andra that I
had found my notation of the Raymonda variation their father had taught at
Juilliard. Mr. Corvino, who died in 2005, was among my favorite ballet teachers
and I thought that as a gesture of gratitude to his memory, I would teach the
dance to his daughters. They generously agreed.

